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MagPump will Exhibit at 2017 National Rifle Association Annual Meeting
Henrietta, NY – MagPump will proudly be displaying in Booth #3511 at the 2017 NRA Annual
Meeting in Atlanta, GA this weekend — April 28-30. MagPump chief officers will be on site to
demonstrate the innovative and patented magazine reloading products.
“As a newly formed company, this event provides us the platform to reach more than 60,000
gun enthusiasts in one weekend” stated MagPump CEO, Peter Crawford. He added, “We are
excited to show everyone in attendance how fast and easy it is to load magazines with our
product.”
“Unlike the other business-to-business shows we attend throughout the year, the NRA Annual
Meeting allows us to connect directly with the end consumer. We’ll have the opportunity to
create a tremendous amount of awareness for MagPump products and brand in Atlanta” said,
MagPump CMO, Garret Armstrong.
MagPump’s two flagship models — MP-AR15 and MP-AR15 ELITE — allow users to load any milspec AR-15/M16 magazines in just seconds without hand fatigue and discomfort, and with less
effort and strength than it typically takes to fully load magazines. The company will release a
loader for AK47 magazines within the next few months and a newly designed pistol magazine
loader that will be released at SHOT SHOW 2018.
For more information about the products, to place an online order or to watch a demo of the
MagPump in action, visit www.magpump.com.
MP-AR15 MSRP $199.99
MP-AR15 ELITE MSRP $399.99
For Media inquiries, please contact Garret Armstrong at Armstrong@magpump.com.
About MagPump, LLC.
Products developed for passionate gun owners and operators offering the fastest solution for
easily loading and unloading magazines. Formed in 2016, MagPump, LLC. purchased the assets
and patents from MITUSA Manufacturing with the goal and ambition to continue providing
innovative firearm accessory products and offering exceptional service for the shooting sports
industry.

